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 In recent years, with the development of national tourist industry, the trend of 
diversified operating management mode of scenic spot is also more and more 
obviously. When tourism resources are brought into tourism investment development, 
tourism development of the resources mostly proceeds by attracting investment. Most 
of tourism resources belong to the state or collective, but investment promotions is not 
always state or collective. This involves the resources of ownership and separation 
discount question. Therefore, how to assess reasonable price of tourism resources 
economic value appears especially important. Its scientific and reasonable evaluation 
towards the economic value of tourism resources can attract investors’ investment 
demand, and it won’t damage the benefit of the country. Foreign research on 
economic value of tourism resources started early, and developed more mature. At 
present, in our country, the research of this aspect has been gradually got the attention 
by scholars. The article takes Mt. Emei landscape and famous scenery as an example. 
It evaluates the economic value of tourism resources by established economic value 
evaluation index and model of tourism resources. 
  The article first explains and makes a comment about process studies, methods 
and techniques and applied theory of economic value evaluation of domestic and 
overseas tourism resources. And it reviews and compares two economic value 
evaluation methods of tourism resources named travel cost method and contingent 
valuation method which are the most common and have the high approval degree. The 
article also evaluates the current situation of present theoretic research and practice. 
  Secondly, the article explains theoretical basis of economic value about 
tourism resources with detail, especially labor theory of value and environmental 
economic theory. It is established in value philosophy and comes up with provisional 
definition of economic value about tourism resources. Its economic value means a 
















of tourism market. 
  Thirdly, in order to reflect the comprehensiveness of economic value of scenic 
area tourism resources scientifically, the article analyses from constituent sources of 
its economic value. It combines the process of scenic area development and business 
activities, and takes economic value of both elemental ontology and market proceeds 
of tourism resources into consideration. The content, index and model of economic 
value evaluation towards tourism resources are finally established. 
  At last, the author estimates the economic value of tourism resources in Mt. 
Emei beauty spot on the basis of an adequate acquaintance of its natural geographical 
conditions, tourism resources situation and current management situation, using 
economic value of tourism resources in Mt. Guanzhai scenic area which trades in 
actual market for reference. And it does a further amendment on the model. Finally 
the writer obtains the economic value of tourism resources in Mt. Emei scenic spot is 
4.052 billion RMB. And it is close to the market value of Mt. Emei scenic spot with 
4.312 billion RMB reflected through the stock prices. 
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